WATERING
EQUIPMENT
FOR
Concealed

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
THAT ARE REALLY OUT OF SIGHT

* Out of sight and out of the way. * They present no hazard to persons on the lawn, mowers pass over them as though they were not there, yet every square foot of ground is completely covered. * Ask for catalog. * It will help you solve your irrigation problems.

BUCKNER MANUFACTURING CO.
7658 So. Calumet Ave. FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
Chicago, Ill. 7280 Melrose Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif.

TIME TO KILL
CRABGRASS and
TURF WEEDS

FALL TREATMENTS MOST EFFECTIVE
SILVER-SAND
For Broadcast Treatments
DRY SODIUM ARSENITE
For Spray Applications

Write for Special Bulletin on “Weedless Lawns and Turf” and “Directions for Use”

NIAGARA SPRAYER AND CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.
MIDDLEPORT, N.Y.

GOLF DIVOTS
OF THE MONTH

HELEN HICKS HARB can see no sense in having different tees for men and women. Says Helen: “The more I think of it, the more I’m convinced that different tees are foolish. Why? Because the difference in distance ranges only from 10 to 20 ft., usually not that much of a maximum. How can 5 yards make any difference in the whole series of shots from tee to cup? There still are the other shots to make... Clubhouse at the Lincoln (Calif.) GC was completely destroyed by fire August 4; loss was unusually severe because the club carried no insurance. Ironically, the fire was caused by fire precaution. The members had burned the dried grass around the building earlier in the day because of fear of fire in the dry season, and after watching it for some time and believing all sparks completely out, came to town feeling they had done a good job. They were called back shortly when fire broke
if grass grew upside down—

you could actually see the damage done by grubs and worms. When GRASSELLI or NuREXFORM Lead Arsenate is applied at regular intervals it settles into the ground and the pests chew it as they feed on the tender grass roots. Protect your greens, tees, fairways and lawns with GRASSELLI or NuREXFORM Arsenate Lead. Your golf supply dealer can fill your needs. Write for folder telling how to protect your golf course.

GRASSELLI or NuREXFORM
LEAD ARSENATE

OUT PONT

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

FALL SEEDING

No other investment brings greater member satisfaction than the fall sowing of seed. Good healthy turf boosts club memberships, and keeps the members club boosters.

GREENKEEPERS O. K. IT.

Experienced greenkeepers, agree fall seeding is best. Weather and working conditions favor it. You save, too, because dormant weed seed and fall rains mean more turf for seed sown, and seed prices this fall are low.

We're equipped to provide, promptly, the finest seeds—for fairway, tee, green and rough—at the lowest prices. Let us quote on your requirements.

Send for the Davis catalog—the buying guide of the Midwest's most complete line of seeds, supplies and equipment. It will show the best way to do a thrifty job of fall maintenance.

GEORGE A. DAVIS, Inc.
5440 Northwest Highway, Chicago
LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT

The high standard of Roto Spray distribution, permanent dependability, fineness of spray and slow, steady, efficient performance is unquestioned. Thousands in actual operation verify this. But here are just a few important details which give satisfaction plus.

(See Cut)

- I—Vibrator ring—the only fast moving part—rubber tired. Does away with wear.
- K—A by-pass valve. Controls speed of vibrator at effective point regardless of pressure on sprinkler.

Just a few exclusive SKINNER FEATURES. Send for catalog.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO., 415 CANAL ST., TROY, OHIO

WORMS ARE BREEDING NOW
get after them with DIWORMA

Now is the time to eradicate worms. And the way to do it is with Diworma. Just sprinkle it on the ground, and up come the worms to die. No dead worms left in ground to attract ants. Two and a half gallons of Diworma in solution will cover 5,000 square feet.

Controls brown patch, too

Fortify your greens against Brown Patch with Diworma. Sprinkle at intervals, and Brown Patch won't get started. Arrests and retards patches that are already started.

Send for our 48-page manual "Ground Maintenance." It gives you much valuable information on all sorts of ground maintenance problems.

The C. B. Dolge Co.
Westport. . . . Conn.

and included a 27, 8 under par, on the last nine. J. Cameron Maiden, son of James C. Maiden and nephew of Stuart Maiden, noted golf professionals, is following in their footsteps in turning out winners. Maiden is coach of the Glen Cove (L. I.) high school golf team which won 6 out of 6 matches this spring, and since 1933, when it was first organized, the team has won 27 out of 34 matches. It was North Shore champ in 1936-37-38-39.

The Dempster Golf Club, popular fee-course in the Chicago district, opened up an additional 9 holes on August 17. This makes a total of 18 holes now open for play. The new nine has large grass tees and watered fairways. Russ Ruh is mgr.-pro of the layout. . . . Equipment barn and water tower at the Bristol County Public Golf Course, Taunton, Mass., were completely destroyed by fire August 2. Firemen had a tough battle keeping the flames from spreading to the house of Manuel Braga, greenkeeper, and the clubhouse was scorched. . . . Ground was broken August 12 in
THINKING OF MOVING?

If you’re in the golf business, and are not satisfied with your present location, why not investigate what ‘Golf Headquarters’ has to offer—
which means, of course, the

LYTTON BUILDING

Golf manufacturers, wholesalers, publishers, and others who serve
the golf trade find that it pays in dollars and cents, to locate their offices and
display rooms in the LYTTON BUILDING ... a modern 18-story
structure located at State Street and Jackson Boulevard, in the heart
of Chicago’s loop.

A list of LYTTON BUILDING tenants looks like “Who’s Who in
Golf” because here you will find names famous wherever golf is played
. . . P. G. A. . . . NATIONAL GOLF FOUNDATION . . . WILSON
. . . BURKE . . . KROYDON . . . YOUNG . . . and many others who
are “cashing in” on the extra drawing power and the extra business
volume resulting from this strategic location.

The LYTTON BUILDING is one of the finest office buildings in
Chicago’s retail shopping district. Standards of occupancy and building
maintenance are of the highest. A limited number of desirable spaces
are now available on the upper floors . . . with unobstructed light and
air . . . at rentals that are exceptionally attractive.

The LYTTON BUILDING
Golf’s Most Famous Address
14 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

HENDERSON’S
FAMOUS
GRASS SEED
MIXTURES . . . For:
Putting Greens ...Tees...
Fairways . . . Bunkers
. . . Rough.
Write for details

PETER HENDERSON & CO., 35 Cortland St., New York City

beginning construction of the new
30,000 clubhouse at South Side CC,
Decatur, Ill. . . . Work is progressing
rapidly on the new Briar Hill GCse at
Sullivan, Ind.

A. R. Albert is the new manager at
the Allegheny CC in the Pittsburgh
district. He succeeds C. J. Cepicka....
The Turkey Creek GC, Gary, Ind., is
now operating as a private club and
has substituted the word ‘country’ for
‘golf’ in its name. . . . Mark Fry, pro
at California’s Sequoyah club, has a

FOR EXTRA FINE
GREENS AND FAIRWAYS NEXT SPRING
Feed Them Now!

Fall is the best time to start pre-
paring greens and fairways for
your next year’s play ... by giving
them a good square meal with
Swift’s Special Golf Fertilizers
and Vigoro.

Hot summer weather and con-
stant play takes grass for an
awful beating. By feeding it in
the Fall you get a strongly re-
established root growth that can
withstand the rigors of frozen soil
and buckling ground. Your grass
will have a head start on weeds
when it comes in in the Spring.

Swift’s Special Golf Fertilizers
and Vigoro are scientifically bal-
anced, right for any type of soil.
Remember to use them when you
feed in the Fall!

SWIFT’S SPECIAL GOLF
FERTILIZERS and VIGORO
How well this ball will travel depends a great deal on how it is hit...

Similarly how well your greens fare depends on how well they are protected.

For maximum turf protection at minimum cost, many greenkeepers prefer MERCK 2-1 MIXTURE. It is effective, dependable, economical. It can be applied by either wet or dry application. It is of special fineness ensuring thorough and even distribution.

Other Merck Products for the Greenkeeper

TURFCALOMEL—A complete turf fungicide that is unusually popular with many practical greenkeepers.

CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE—Conforms to U.S.P. requirements. It is quick-acting. It is highly efficient as a remedy and preventive for large brown patch.

CALOMEL—Preferred when long protection is desirable and rapidity not essential.

MERCK & CO. Inc. RAHWAY, N. J. Manufacturing Chemists NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS

TRINIDAD, B. W. I.

Sole Agents for these distinguished products:

GREIG, LAWRENCE & HOYT, Ltd.
347 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY
ping what appeared to be a serious danger to crops from drought, did a marvelous job of bringing back much golf course turf that was rapidly assuming that 'burnt-up' appearance.

Hugh Smith, of Thomasville, Ga., won the national negro open championship held during late August at the Palos Park (Ill.) forest preserve course. Smith's score for the 72 holes was 295. Clyde Martin, Atlanta, was runnerup with 297. A new golf course is practically assured Plentywood, Mont., with the city sponsoring a WPA project. The plan calls for the construction of a 9-hole municipal course. William L. Leeney, Arthur Noble and Fred W. Drake have invented a new kind of golf game that has the warm support of the Red Cross. Playing what they call "Red Cross Golf" at the Westchester (N. Y.) CC recently, the three contributed enough to buy coffee for a lot of war unfortunates. The game works this way: the individual players agree in advance as to their average strokes for each hole, and in each case where the average is exceeded, a dime goes to the Red Cross. It's a game for pros or beginners, and no matter how much you lose, Europe's children are benefited thereby.

The owners of the Bridgman (Mich.) CC, R. O. Bauman and A. Lindberg, have done a grand job of building the club up during the last year. A beautiful new clubhouse was added to the 18-hole course's facilities this past spring. The clubhouse is built in log cabin style, with the interior in knotty pine. House equipment includes new bar, show-case, refrigerating equipment, chairs, tables, etc. Greenkeeper and manager of the course is M. E. Baker. One of the top candidates for 1940's "hard luck" honors is Denny Shute. Having recovered sufficiently from a wrist operation earlier this year, to take part in the National PGA at Hershey—his first competitive event since the operation, Denny was stricken with an attack of appendicitis during the second day of the qualifying round, and was operated on that evening. Denny finished out his round before giving up, however, and had qualified easily with a 151. We're glad to report that Denny is recovering nicely.

Turf authorities have long agreed that Fall is the ideal seeding time. Nature established the idea first.

Grass roots deeper in the Fall ... takes advantage of cool nights and soaking rains to get a head start on weeds, which are going dormant.

Sowing pure seed is equally important. Avoid hazards by sowing Scotts. It is carefully selected and thoroughly cleaned.

We can also furnish creeping bent stolons from our own nursery. Ask for prices.

O. M. SCOTT & SONS CO.
Marysville, Ohio

Scott's Scott's Seed makes Beautiful Turf!